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Where there’s a will there’s a way – Addressing the
omni-channel challenge.
Introduction
Multi-channel or Omni-channel customer contact have been the buzz words for some years now
but how mature is our service experience now as a result soaring service expectations in the
digital age?
More importantly, is there a mix of processes and technology that can truly deliver and enable it?
So what’s the perfect omni-channel experience for both your customer and you (the service
provider?)
The answer is that the supplier can deliver to the customer’s needs at the time knowing that;
The response given and the process followed will be consistent and support the defined customer
journey leading to a high likelihood of additional customer lifetime value (CLV), happier customer,
more satisfied staff and additional revenue/ profit opportunities. The onus is on the supplier to
furnish the right customer, product and service data to the customer regardless of chosen
channel.
Statistics suggest that customers have ‘preferred’ channels – 70%+ still preferring the phone – but
I disagree. I think the ‘chosen’ channel is the one that suits the customer and their situation at the
time of need. Customers typically have a higher preference for the phone when complaining or
escalating a query. If you are below a certain age, social media is rapidly becoming your first port
of call for queries & complaints.
The challenge lies not just in the 360 degree view of the customer, but when something other than
a purchase is required by them. The myriad of technologies involved and the links between them
add huge complexities and present significant challenges across channels, data and systems.
A lot of organisations seem to think that they have cracked the tough nut of customer interaction
across a full range of contact channels. I’m seeing an awful lot of gloss and not a lot of substance
though. At the sales end, I think organisations, especially the financial and retail sector have got it
nailed - you can choose and purchase consistently across all channels. However, try and request
service and cross the face to face versus the online experience challenge.
My omni-challenge experience
Let me share a very recent experience with you. I went shopping for some new jeans and
trousers. Pretty simple transaction, or so I thought…there was no problem with the sale. The issue
started when the trousers broke.
No problem, I thought. Being a ‘model' customer, I visited the web site to exchange my views with
customer services, started a web chat with a lovely lady who was very sorry about my unfortunate
experience and said “sure, we can help” until I mentioned that I had stupidly driven several miles,
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parked in the rain and endured an over busy shopping centre to visit their store. This effectively
excluded me from talking to the online business as I needed to take my item back to the store.
To cut a long and tedious story short, I eventually returned the goods, received a spectacular
discount on my order and was then told to order a replacement on line…as there was no available
stock in store. I tried, failed and tried again using a mix of chat and Freephone to eventually get
some joy.
So let’s pick apart the experience and cost.
Have I become a brand advocate? Hardly.
I’ll spare the blushes of the store but it is safe to say, I won’t be returning in a hurry or
recommending them to a friend. Interestingly, they chose not to measure my customer satisfaction
level at the end of any of my many interactions with them.
Was I cheap to serve?
Using a lifetime value calculation, and given the significant discount and refund, I suspect they lost
money on the deal and as they are unlikely to be in a position of winning back some of that margin
against future sales, no, I wasn’t cheap.
The really frustrating fact is that they had opportunities to excel at any and all the interaction points
and could have saved money in the short term, created an advocate out of me and significantly
cashed in on my CLV.
What are the technology and operational challenges you face when creating a truly
customer centric omni-channel business?
1. An internal facing organisation, recognisable in the way that it measures performance…
Re-think your approach – become a truly customer centric business and measure your
performance based on what will impact customer experience.
2. Review your enabling technologies from the view of the customer.
3. Support the channels that the customers want to use.
4. By all means, propose self-service but recognise that not all customers want to serve
themselves.
5. Offer a self-service safety net – a break out on an automated phone line, a web chat offer
for a customer who may be stuck.
6. Deliver a response in line with what the customer needs are, regardless of the channel.
So, what could they have done?
Moan over, how could they have treated the situation?
1. If they had engineered their channels seamlessly into the customer facing operation, there
would have been no problem and that’s the key…the best way to resolve the issue is to
prevent it before it happens.
2. There is no 2 – point 1 is so obvious.
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Even if their technology was not ‘ready’ to service all channels consistently (which it should be),
they should have understood the situation quicker and ‘owned’ my complaint.
So, here we have an organisation who ship £M’s of goods on a daily basis from over 3000 outlets
all over the world, who simply haven’t got the wherewithal to understand their customer interaction
journey, touch-points and further, will NOT take the issue away and come back when it is
resolved…any organisation can screw up, the truth is that from a customer point of view, it’s how
they resolve the issue that makes them stand out.
We all know that when you have an issue, the resolution can wow you and is just as likely to turn
you into an advocate as a great service experience so please…
…don’t repeat their error. Build and maintain your teams and create a customer centred culture,
get the technology right (enabling not leading) and gear your processes on the needs of your
customers.
Customer service channel choices are an important part of your service offering.
Channel shift have been amongst the customer service buzz words for a while. Here’s the
thing…customer service used to be simple. Customers with an issue or a request called your
number, sat in a queue and waited for an advisor to talk to.
Then, along comes alternative channels such as e-mail, web chat, kiosks and of course social
customer service which in itself is rapidly emerging as the first port of call rather than a channel
reserved for the truly frustrated.
So, what do you need to be successful?
Firstly – choose the channels that are most appropriate and relevant to your customers. There’s
only one way to find out – ask them.
Success in my view is having the capability to market, sell and service across all channels
however if you are particularly poor at meeting service expectations via one channel – fix it before
you offer this as a route for your customers to contact you.
The technology is proven nowadays - a blend of brand led web presence, chat facility, contact
centre, point of sale and delivery and all the supporting applications such as knowledge
management, transaction recording and quality management. Utilise these in a way that adds
value and integrate them properly – anything disjointed becomes embarrassingly obvious to the
customer. If you’re going to offer an omni-channel experience, commit to it and invest in the right
technologies.
Just as crucial is the optimising of your most expensive resource - your sales and service
employees – your front line business advocates.
Here you have a number of critical steps:
1. Communication of service vision – let your employees and customers know what your
service promise is. The clarity will empower your people to achieve the desired results.
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2. Recruit the right staff – ensure that those receiving phone calls can also service customers
via web chat and social media if that’s what your customers want.
3. Give them the tools to be successful – single view of the customer is a must and there are
a number of technology platforms that can enable this.
Cost of the new technology shouldn’t be a factor in inertia for 2 key reasons:
4. Organisations that deploy technology to support this journey regularly report a return on
investment in sub 24 months.
5. Factoring in the impact and cost of customer churn. Customer expectations are increasing
not retracting and therefore, you may not have a business unless you look to invest.
So what’s stopping you?

Join in with your customers and let’s see if you can stand out in service delivery.
makepositive can help you create your future plan today.
Author: Martin Taylor – Contact centre specialist
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To discover more about makepositive
and how we can help you achieve your
goals…
call: +44 (0)20 7960 4197
or visit: makepositive.com

